Most teaching, learning and research functions can take place whether or not someone is physically located on campus. Most systems have web interfaces available from any device. Some specialized systems and software may be limited to university devices or only available over the VPN. This list will help you prepare to successfully work remotely.

Recommended FAQs
- What should I do to get ready to work remotely?
- What resources do I need to work remotely?
- Can I take my university computer/peripherals off campus to work?
- Resources provided by the Center for Teaching and Learning for faculty

Browse More FAQs
- What do I need to consider for the tech tools I use when working remotely?
- What resources do I need to work remotely?
- What should I do to get ready to work remotely?
- Remote Desktop Connection
- Can I take my university computer/peripherals off campus to work?
- Which web conferencing or online chat tool is best for me?
- How can WebEx and Zoom hosts help secure meetings?